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Introduction 
 
Currently, video transmission over IP networks gets accepted in a wide area of 
applications such as IPTV or mobile video communication. Wireless network 
connections are available enabling simple network communication. On the other hand, 
these connections usually do not offer techniques to ensure a particular level of Quality 
of Service. These data packets may get lost or may be delayed due to network or router 
congestions or due to transmission errors. 
In recent video coding schemes such as MPEG-4 Visual (Advanced) Simple Profile [4], 
the video can be coded to be transmitted on a packet basis, so easy resynchronization 
is possible in case of a packet loss. A decoder may continue decoding the bit stream but 
needs to interpolate the lost data, which leads to errors in the resulting output picture.  
These errors propagate in ensuing pictures (Figure 1) due to closed loop coding, until 
the erroneous picture area is not used as reference any longer. 
 
Time
 
Figure 1    Error propagation due to lost data 
 
The light green area in the left picture of Figure 2 illustrates macro blocks that have to 
be interpolated due to a packet loss. In this example, the decoder interpolates the lost 
area by copying affected areas form the decoded picture buffer of the previous picture. 
The right side shows the output of this example, seven pictures after the transmission 
error occurred. 
  
Figure 2    Lost macro blocks (a) and error propagation (b) 
 
 
Error Resilience Tools 
 
MPEG-4 Visual (Advanced) Simple Profile contains a set of error resilience tools to 
handle such errors. Among others there are tools to prevent error propagation, if parts of 
the stream could not be decoded correctly. 
A simple approach, which is also used in earlier video coding schemes, periodically 
inserts intra coded pictures (I-pictures). Since I-pictures are not predicted from other 
pictures, these coded pictures need a significantly higher amount of data. In principle, 
an I-picture is needed only at the beginning of the coded video sequence. In practice, a 
shorter I-picture interval is used depending on the motion prediction and transformation 
accuracy and, especially, depending on usage requirements. To reduce the data rate 
the longest I-picture interval possible is to be preferred. 
Additionally MPEG-4 Visual offers the adaptive intra refresh tool (AIR, MPEG-4 Visual 
Annex E [4]). AIR generates a refresh map to identify regions containing motion. In 
these regions a certain amount of macro-blocks is coded using I-blocks in each picture. 
After a defined number of pictures all macro-blocks in this regions have been refreshed 
by I-blocks, while this number of pictures may be smaller than the number of pictures 
between I-pictures. As for inclusion of I-pictures, AIR increases the bit-rate but avoids 
bit-rate peaks. 
The insertion of I-pictures or I-blocks introduces simple but efficient error concealment 
techniques. In live encoding scenarios such as video conferencing, a decoder could 
signal errors to the encoder, assuming the network provides a feedback channel, and 
trigger the insertion of I-pictures or I-blocks. [1] and [2] describe, how to dynamically 
insert I-blocks to set new references, if a transmission error was detected. The encoder 
receives a report signaling the frame number and the macro-block positions, which were 
detected as being lost. This information is used to calculate, which macro-blocks in the 
next frame to be encoded are directly or indirectly predicted from the lost area. At these 
positions the encoder uses I-blocks to encode the picture (marked macro-blocks in the 
right most picture of Figure 3) which enables efficient error recovery. Since I-blocks 
need more bits to be encoded, the data rate increases, if additional I-blocks are 
inserted. Alternatively, the quantization may be adjusted to fit a given target bit rate. In 
this case, a coarser quantization is used, which decreases visual quality.  
 
 
Figure 3    Insertion of I-blocks at affected positions 
 
MPEG-4 Visual defines another tool for networks with feedback channel. The tool 
NEWPRED also uses reports to explore, which macro-blocks are detected as being lost. 
This information is used to calculate, which macro-blocks in the next frame to be 
encoded are directly or indirectly predicted from the lost area. Then the encoder may 
choose a different reference picture, which is known to be decoded correctly for 
prediction. This decision might be done on video object or on packet basis. Even if 
prediction from earlier pictures is less efficient, this tool reduces the amount of data 
needed to correct missing references in the encoder but requires additional memory in 
the decoder.  
NEWPRED and the I-block insertion mentioned above can be seen as closed loop error 
control techniques. They need an upstream channel on the network but do not consume 
additional bandwidth in the error-free case. Additional bandwidth is only needed in case 
of an error. Nevertheless, no additional delay is added, because the erroneous areas 
are corrected after a negative report has been received and interpolated pictures are 
displayed, until the update information is received. 
 
 
I-block insertion for file streaming 
 
Both tools described above, NEWPRED and the insertion of I-blocks, are designed for 
live encoding. For use in file streaming scenarios these techniques must be modified to 
prevent any re-encoding. One approach is the adaptation of the I-block insertion 
technique for file streaming of MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile files, where two separate 
media files are stored on the server, one containing the conventionally coded video 
stream, the other containing the same video with all frames coded using I-blocks only. 
Note, that the I-block only file uses the same GOP structure as the original coded 
stream. As described above, the decoder announces lost macro-blocks (e.g. due to 
packet losses) to the server. A meta data file on the server contains pre-computed 
results of a motion vector analysis, so the server can easily compute, which macro-
blocks in the next frame to be encoded are directly or indirectly predicted from the lost 
area. At these positions the server switches to the second stream, causing the inclusion 
of I-blocks into the output stream (see the insertion switch in Figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 4    I-block insertion for file streaming – system diagram  
 
Since it is very likely that macro-blocks from the stream containing only I-blocks use a 
different quantization scale, the current quantization scale needs to be set, before any 
switching action by including shortened video packet headers (see adjustment box in 
Figure 4). Furthermore, for surrounding I-blocks form the original coded stream, DC 
prediction might be adjusted. 
Insertion of I-blocks from a different coded stream is expected to perform less accurate 
as encoder controlled I-block insertion in live encoding schemes, because macro-blocks 
coded with different parameters are inserted in the decoder loop. 
 
 
Figure 5    Lost macro blocks (a), error propagation (b) and resulting picture with I-block insertion (c) 
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Figure 6    I-block insertion for file streaming – experimental results 
 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show experimental results of a first implementation, where all 
macro blocks which depend on the lost area are replaced by I-blocks. In the example an 
error (see Figure 2) occurs in frame 180 of FOREMAN. Interpolation is done by the 
decoder by copying from the decoded frame buffer of the previous frame. A report is 
received immediately and new references are inserted in frame 182. Figure 5 illustrates 
lost macro blocks (a) and compares the interpolated output of frame 187 (b) with the 
output after inserting I-blocks at 2048 kbps (c).  
Figure 6 depicts the Y-PSNR of different settings for I-insertion for FORMAN (CIF at 
1024 kbps) with interpolation only by the decoder (red curve), I-block insertion with 
I-blocks at 1024 kbps (green curve), I-block insertion with I-blocks at 2048 kbps (blue 
curve) and error-free sequence (orange curve). 
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Figure 7    Video packet sizes – experimental results 
 
These results show an improvement of up to 13.88 dB for FOREMAN with a slightly 
increased bit rate at frame 182 (Figure 7). However, tests with other sequences show 
quality degradation, if I-blocks were inserted. 
 
 
Figure 8    Lost macro-blocks (left) and result of interpolation (right) 
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Figure 9   Experimental results for AKIYO 
 
Figure 8 illustrates lost macro-blocks in AKIYO and the result of simple error 
concealment by the decoder (copying from the last recent decoded picture buffer). As 
expected visual quality decreases, if affected macro-blocks are replaced by I-blocks 
(Figure 9) because I-blocks with coarser quantization are inserted. 
 
 
Error estimation and insertion control 
 
Experiments yield the assumption that the I-block insertion technique described above 
can be improved by incorporating analyzing and controlling mechanisms. Figure 10 
demonstrates, how a decoder could interpolate lost macro-blocks of CARPHONE QCIF 
at 250 kbps (sequence PSNR 37 dB) by copying from the decoded picture buffer.  
 
 
Figure 10    Lost macro-blocks (left), interpolated picture (middle) and amplified difference 
decoded original vs. interpolated picture (right) 
 
 
Figure 11    Decoded original (left), interpolated picture (middle) and amplified difference 
decoded original vs. interpolated picture (right); each 10 frames after the transmission error 
 
 
Figure 12    Decoded original (left), output with inserted I-blocks (middle) and amplified 
difference decoded original vs. output with inserted I-blocks interpolated picture (right); each 
10 frames after the transmission error 
 
Figure 11 shows the output 10 frames after the error occurred, while Figure 12 illustrates 
the output, if all affected macro-blocks are replaced by I-blocks at 512 kbps (sequence 
PSNR 33 dB). Comparing the right pictures of Figure 11 and Figure 12 reveals that 
insertion of I-blocks may decrease the visual quality, e.g. the erroneous area may 
expand. 
Finally, for this example, Figure 13 shows, which macro-blocks are optimally to be 
replaced by I-blocks to minimize the error for a given total bit rate. 
 
 
Figure 13    Optimal block selection 
 
 
Figure 14    I-block insertion for file streaming – extended system diagram  
 
The system in shown in Figure 4 is extended by additional analysis and estimations 
tools (Figure 14), which decide, whether a certain macro-blocks is to be replaced by an 
I-block. All meta information used for error estimation and error tracking is stored in 
separate meta data files; so again all calculations do not require much computational 
power. 
 
There are some features, which can be used for error estimation. Various decoder 
strategies exist to interpolate lost data (most of which are non-normative), in these 
experiments the decoder interpolates lost data by copying from the decoded picture 
buffer. If the interpolation strategy of a decoder is known, the error can be calculated 
while encoding the bit stream by calculating MSE for each macro block in both streams. 
While it is expected to get best result when using MSE (in case the interpolation strategy 
is know), the following simple approximation approaches to estimate the error were 
considered also. The estimated error for each macro-block has been rated, the insertion 
decision has been made by thresholding this rating: 
• If an I-block has been lost then a great error must be expected. Therefore the error 
rating is equal to the maximum value. 
• If Inter-coded macro-blocks are lost, then motion information and texture information 
is missing. 
o Blocks which are not-coded (for a given bit rate, there is no difference to the 
previous frame to be coded) contain no information. The more coded blocks are 
contained in a macro-block the more texture information is lost and the higher is 
the rating. 
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If a macro-block gets lost with four coded blocks the MSE is approximately twice 
the MSE for a lost macro-block with three coded blocks. The correction factor kQ 
represents an approximation of the MSE, if a macro-block with one coded block 
is lost. This feature especially might be used for low bit-rate coding. 
o Due to the entropy coding a higher number of bits in a block contains more 
information. The higher the number of bits of a macro-block the higher is the 
rating. 
o The higher the value of a motion vector of a macro-block the greater is the error 
caused by motion vector interpolation in the decoder (in this case, interpolation is 
done by setting the value to 0, which means copying from the previous picture 
buffer). The rating increases with the quadratic value of the motion vector length. 
The estimated error also depends on the texture structure, which is represented 
by the correction factor kv. 
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• Additionally, improved error tracking may be performed. If a macro-block of a 
previously coded picture is used for prediction, then this macro-block is marked. This 
is repeated in ensuing pictures, so macro-blocks might be marked by mistake, if just 
parts of the macro-block are used for prediction. To address this problem a macro 
block is rated based on the number of pixels used for reference and this may be 
performed on block or sub-block basis (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15    Dependencies between macro-blocks 
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Special attention must be paid, if motion compensation is used with a sub-pixel 
value. In this case, the interpolation filter reduces high frequency components and 
the rating is reduced by 10 % in each step this applies. 
• For ensuing pictures the area criterion mF  can be used for calculating the error rating 
as illustrated in Figure 16. Besides mF  also an error value for the lost macro-block is 
used (e.g. lF  or nF ). 
 
 
Figure 16    Calculating the error rating for ensuing pictures 
 
Calculating the error rating of the current picture based on the initial error rating and 
the reference area information of the process illustrated in Figure 16 is done as 
follows: 
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• Also, the number of affected pixels in the macro-block to be replaced may be used 
as a simple criterion for error estimation. 
 
Figure 17 shows experimental results for CARPHONE. Figure 18 shows the same 
results but the difference of each error control approach to the decoded original. If 
advanced selection was performed, each criterion performs better than the ‘replace all 
affected positions’ approach.  
Furthermore, mean square error (MSE) based selection for frame 11 gives best results 
on this frame. On the other hand, the proposed process in Figure 16 comes close to the 
MSE based selection. For pre-encoded files this enables simple error rating if no 
additional encoder information is available or if the interpolation strategy of the decoder 
is not known. 
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Figure 17    PSNR for different rating criteria 
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Figure 18    Δ PSNR (different error control techniques vs. decoded original) 
 
For higher bit rates the quality improvement increases as shown in Figure 19 and 
Figure 20. Again, all approaches to control I-block insertion with advanced error rating 
techniques perform better than replacing all affected macro blocks. 
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Figure 19    PSNR for different rating criteria 
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Figure 20    Δ PSNR (different error control techniques vs. decoded original) 
 
In the experiments the macro-block analysis was done using the process illustrated in 
Figure 16. The initial error rating is calculated using the number of coded blocks (not 
coded criterion) and the motion vector value (motion criterion): 
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Conclusion 
 
This paper shows how video quality can be improved by inserting new references in 
case of a transmission error, assuming a feedback channel is available on the network. 
This applies for live-encoding [1], [2] and also for file streaming scenarios. Experiments 
show that the proposed technique for update erroneous or missing references with I-
blocks in case of file streaming can be improved by analyzing the bit stream, so only 
macro blocks with a great impact on visual quality are replaced by I-blocks. The 
proposed techniques are likely to apply also for MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding 
(AVC). 
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